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(54) AUTO DISCOVERY AND AUTO SCALING OF SERVICES IN SOFTWARE-DEFINED NETWORK 
ENVIRONMENT

(57) Techniques are described for automatic discov-
ery of two or more virtual service instances configured
to apply a given service to a packet in a software-defined
networking (SDN) /network functions virtualization (NFV)
environment. Virtual service instances may be deployed
as virtual entities hosted on one or more physical devices
to offer individual services or chains of services from a
service provider. The use of virtual service instances en-
ables automatic scaling of the services on-demand. The

techniques of this disclosure enable automatic discovery
by a gateway network device of virtual service instances
for a given service as load balancing entities. According
to the techniques, the gateway network device automat-
ically updates a load balancing group for the given service
to include the discovered virtual service instances on
which to load balance traffic for the service. In this way,
the disclosed techniques provide auto-scaling and au-
to-discovery of services in an SDN/NFV environment.
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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The disclosure relates to computer networks
and, more specifically, to network services in computer
networks.

BACKGROUND

[0002] A computer network is a collection of intercon-
nected computing devices that can exchange data and
share resources. In a packet-based network, the com-
puting devices communicate data by dividing the data
into small blocks called packets, which are individually
routed across the network from a source device to a des-
tination device. Certain devices, referred to as routers,
within a computer network maintain routing information
that describes routes through the network. A "route" can
generally be defined as a path between two locations on
the network. Routers include a control plane that main-
tains the routing information, and a data plane that for-
wards received packets according to the routing informa-
tion.
[0003] Network service providers provide services
such as security, tunneling, virtual private networks, fil-
tering, load-balancing, VoIP/Multimedia processing and
various types of application proxies (HTTP, XML, WAP,
etc.) to incoming packets. Service providers also provide
content-specific services designed to improve the quality
of a user’s experience, for example, video streaming and
caching. The network infrastructure of a service provider
network typically includes a vast collection of access
nodes, aggregation nodes and high-speed edge routers
interconnected by communication links. These network
devices typically execute various protocols and ex-
change signaling messages to anchor and manage sub-
scriber sessions and communication flows associated
with subscriber devices.
[0004] A software defined networking (SDN) controller
and/or a network functions virtualization (NFV) orches-
trator may be included in the network architecture to pro-
vide centralized control of the subscriber sessions and
communication flows within the service provider network.
An SDN architecture is often used to provide at least a
degree of separation of the control plane and the data
plane in network devices, and the abstraction of the con-
trol plane into a more modular and layered architecture.
An NFV architecture provides virtualization to remove
dependency on specialized hardware and to consolidate
many different network equipment types onto industry
standard high volume servers, switches and storage,
which may be located in data centers, network nodes
and in end user premises.

SUMMARY

[0005] The invention is defined in the appended claims.

[0006] In general, techniques are described for auto-
matic discovery of two or more virtual service instances
configured to apply a given service to a packet in a soft-
ware-defined networking (SDN) /network functions virtu-
alization (NFV) environment. Virtual service instances
may be deployed as virtual machines (VMs) or other vir-
tual entities hosted on one or more physical devices, e.g.,
servers, to offer individual services or chains of services
from a service provider. The use of virtual service instanc-
es enables automatic scaling (i.e., instantiating or tearing
down) of the services on-demand. The techniques of this
disclosure enable automatic discovery by a gateway net-
work device, e.g., a router, of virtual service instances
for a given service as load balancing entities. According
to the techniques, the gateway network device automat-
ically updates a load balancing group for the given service
to include the discovered virtual service instances on
which to load balance traffic for the service. In this way,
the disclosed techniques provide auto-scaling and auto-
discovery of services in an SDN/NFV environment.
[0007] In one example, this disclosure is directed to a
method comprising establishing, by a SDN controller, a
border gateway protocol (BGP) peer session with a gate-
way network device; establishing, by the SDN controller,
two or more unique tunnels that each extends from the
gateway network device to a respective one of a set of
two or more virtual service instances configured to apply
a given service to a packet; calculating, by the SDN con-
troller, BGP routes for the given service, wherein each
of the BGP routes represents one of the unique tunnels
that extends from the gateway network device to the re-
spective one of the virtual service instances; and adver-
tising, by the SDN controller and to the gateway network
device via the BGP peer session, the BGP routes for the
given service as load balancing entities.
[0008] In another example, this disclosure is directed
to a method comprising establishing, by a gateway net-
work device, a BGP peer session with a SDN controller;
receiving, by the gateway network device and from the
SDN controller via the BGP peer session, advertisements
of BGP routes for a given service as load balancing en-
tities, wherein each of the BGP routes represents one of
a set of two or more unique tunnels that each extends
from the gateway network device to a respective one of
a set of two or more virtual service instances configured
to apply the given service to a packet; maintaining, by
the gateway network device, a load balancing group for
the given service that includes each of the BGP routes
for the given service; and selecting, by the gateway net-
work device and according to a load balancing algorithm,
one of the BGP routes from the load balancing group on
which to forward the packet to the respective one of the
virtual service instances for application of the given serv-
ice.
[0009] In a further example, this disclosure is directed
to a SDN controller comprising a plurality of network in-
terfaces; and a control unit comprising a processor exe-
cuting BGP to establish a BGP peer session on one of
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the network interfaces with a gateway network device,
and establish two or more unique tunnels that each ex-
tends from the gateway network device to a respective
one of a set of two or more virtual service instances con-
figured to apply a given service to a packet, the processor
configured to calculate BGP routes for the given service,
wherein each of the BGP routes represents one of the
unique tunnels that extends from the gateway network
device to the respective one of the virtual service instanc-
es, and output the BGP routes for the given service to
the one of the network interfaces for advertising as load
balancing entities to the gateway network device via the
BGP peer session.
[0010] In an additional example, this disclosure is di-
rected to a gateway network device comprising a plurality
of network interfaces; a control unit comprising a proc-
essor executing BGP to establish a BGP peer session
on one of the network interfaces with a SDN controller,
the processor configured to receive advertisements of
BGP routes for a given service as load balancing entities
on the one of the network interfaces via the BGP peer
session with the SDN controller, wherein each of the BGP
routes represents one of a set of two or more unique
tunnels that each extends from the gateway network de-
vice to a respective one of a set of two or more virtual
service instances configured to apply the given service
to a packet, and maintain a load balancing group for the
given service that includes each of the BGP routes for
the given service; and a forwarding circuit programmed
with forwarding information associated with the BGP
routes, the forwarding circuit configured to select one of
the BGP routes for the packet from the load balancing
group according to a load balancing algorithm, wherein
the forwarding circuit outputs the packet to one of the
network interfaces for forwarding to the respective one
of the virtual service instances for application of the given
service.
[0011] The details of one or more embodiments of this
disclosure are set forth in the accompanying drawings
and the description below. Other features, objects, and
advantages will be apparent from the description and
drawings, and from the claims.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[0012]

FIG. 1 is a block diagram illustrating an example net-
work system operating in accordance with tech-
niques described herein.
FIG. 2 is a block diagram illustrating a portion of an
example service provider network operating in ac-
cordance with techniques described herein.
FIG. 3 is a block diagram illustrating an example SDN
controller configured to implement the techniques
described herein.
FIG. 4 is a block diagram illustrating an example rout-
er configured to implement the techniques described

herein.
FIG. 5 is a block diagram illustrating an example
server that provides an operating environment for
one or more service nodes.
FIG. 6 is a flowchart illustrating example operation
of a network device, e.g., a router or gateway, and
a SDN controller, in accordance with the techniques
described herein.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0013] FIG. 1 is a block diagram illustrating an example
network system operating in accordance with techniques
described herein. The example network system of FIG.
1 includes a service provider network 2 that operates as
a private network to provide packet-based network serv-
ices to subscriber devices 16. That is, service provider
network 2 provides authentication and establishment of
network access for subscriber devices 16 such that sub-
scriber devices 16 may begin exchanging data packets
with public network 12, which may be an internal or ex-
ternal packet-based network such as the Internet.
[0014] In the example of FIG. 1, service provider net-
work 2 comprises an access network 6 that provides con-
nectivity to public network 12 via service provider core
network 7 and gateway network device 8. Service pro-
vider core network 7 and public network 12 provide pack-
et-based services that are available for request and use
by subscriber devices 16. As examples, core network 7
and/or public network 12 may provide, for example, bulk
data delivery, voice over Internet protocol (VoIP), Internet
Protocol television (IPTV), Short Messaging Service
(SMS), Wireless Application Protocol (WAP) service, or
customer-specific application services. Public network
12 may comprise, for instance, a local area network
(LAN), a wide area network (WAN), the Internet, a virtual
LAN (VLAN), an enterprise LAN, a layer 3 virtual private
network (VPN), an Internet Protocol (IP) intranet operat-
ed by the service provider that operates access network
6, an enterprise IP network, or some combination thereof.
In various embodiments, public network 12 is connected
to a public WAN, the Internet, or to other networks. Public
network 12 executes one or more packet data protocols
(PDPs), such as IP (IPv4 and/or IPv6) or Point-to-Point
Protocol (PPP), to enable packet-based transport of pub-
lic network 12 services.
[0015] Subscriber devices 16 connect to gateway 8 via
access network 6 to receive connectivity to subscriber
services for applications hosted by subscriber devices
16. A subscriber may represent, for instance, an enter-
prise, a residential subscriber, or a mobile subscriber.
Subscriber devices 16 may be, for example, personal
computers, laptop computers or other types of computing
device associated with subscribers. In addition, subscrib-
er devices 16 may comprise mobile devices that access
the data services of service provider network 2 via radio
access network (RAN) 4. Example mobile subscriber de-
vices 16 include mobile telephones, laptop or desktop
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computers having, e.g., a 3G wireless card, wireless-ca-
pable netbooks, video game devices, pagers, smart
phones, personal data assistants (PDAs) or the like.
Each of subscriber devices 16 may run a variety of soft-
ware applications, such as word processing and other
office support software, web browsing software, software
to support voice calls, video games, videoconferencing,
and email, among others. Subscriber devices 16 connect
to access network 6 via access links 5 that comprise
wired and/or wireless communication links. The term
"communication link," as used herein, comprises any
form of transport medium, wired or wireless, and can in-
clude intermediate nodes such as network devices. Each
of access links 5 may comprise, for instance, aspects of
an asymmetric DSL network, WiMAX, a T-1 line, an In-
tegrated Service Digital Network (ISDN), wired Ethernet,
or a cellular radio link.
[0016] A network service provider operates, or in some
cases leases, elements of access network 6 to provide
packet transport between subscriber devices 16 and
gateway 8. Access network 6 represents a network that
aggregates data traffic from one or more subscriber de-
vices 16 for transport to/from service provider core net-
work 7 of the service provider. Access network 6 includes
network nodes that execute communication protocols to
transport control and user data to facilitate communica-
tion between subscriber devices 16 and gateway 8. Ac-
cess network 6 may include a broadband access net-
work, a wireless LAN, a public switched telephone net-
work (PSTN), or other type of access network, and may
include or otherwise provide connectivity for cellular ac-
cess networks, such as RAN 4. Examples of RAN 4 in-
clude networks conforming to a Universal Mobile Tele-
communications System (UMTS) architecture, an evolu-
tion of UMTS referred to as Long Term Evolution (LTE),
mobile IP standardized by the Internet Engineering Task
Force (IETF), as well as other standards proposed by
the 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP), 3rd Gen-
eration Partnership Project 2 (3GGP/2) and the World-
wide Interoperability for Microwave Access (WiMAX) fo-
rum.
[0017] Service provider core network 7 offers packet-
based connectivity to subscriber devices 16 attached to
access network 6 for accessing public network 12. Core
network 7 may represent a public network that is owned
and operated by a service provider to interconnect a plu-
rality of networks, which may include access network 6.
Core network 7 may implement Multi-Protocol Label
Switching (MPLS) forwarding and, in such instances,
may be referred to as an MPLS network or MPLS back-
bone. In some instances, core network 7 represents a
plurality of interconnected autonomous systems, such
as the Internet, that offers services from one or more
service providers. Public network 12 may represent an
edge network coupled to core network 7, e.g., by a cus-
tomer edge device such as customer edge switch or rout-
er. Public network 12 may include a data center.
[0018] In examples of service provider network 2 that

include a wireline/broadband access network as access
network 6, gateway 8 may represent a Broadband Net-
work Gateway (BNG), Broadband Remote Access Serv-
er (BRAS), MPLS Provider Edge (PE) router, core router
or gateway, or a Cable Modem Termination System
(CMTS), for instance. In examples of service provider
network 2 that include a cellular access network as ac-
cess network 6, gateway 8 may represent a mobile gate-
way, for example, a Gateway General Packet Radio
Service (GPRS) Serving Node (GGSN), an Access Gate-
way (aGW), or a Packet Data Network (PDN) Gateway
(PGW). In other examples, the functionality described
with respect to gateway 8 may be implemented in a
switch, service card or other network element or compo-
nent.
[0019] A network service provider that administers at
least parts of service provider network 2 typically offers
services to subscribers associated with devices, e.g.,
subscriber devices 16, that access service provider net-
work 2. Services offered may include, for example, tra-
ditional Internet access, Voice-over-Internet Protocol
(VoIP), video and multimedia services, and security serv-
ices. As described above with respect to access network
6, core network 7 may support multiple types of access
network infrastructures that connect to service provider
network access gateways to provide access to the of-
fered services. In some instances, the network system
illustrated in FIG. 1 may include subscriber devices 16
that attach to multiple different access networks 6 having
varying architectures.
[0020] In general, any one or more of subscriber de-
vices 16 may request authorization and data services by
sending a session request to gateway 8. In turn, gateway
8 typically accesses Authentication, Authorization and
Accounting (AAA) server 11 to authenticate the subscrib-
er device requesting network access. Once authenticat-
ed, any of subscriber devices 16 may send subscriber
data traffic toward service provider core network 7 in or-
der to access and receive services provided by public
network 12, and such packets traverse gateway 8 as part
of at least one packet flow. Flows 26 illustrated in FIG. 1
represent one or more upstream packet flows from any
one or more subscriber devices 16 and directed to public
network 12. The term "packet flow," "traffic flow," or sim-
ply "flow" refers to a set of packets originating from a
particular source device and sent to a particular destina-
tion device. A single flow of packets, in either the up-
stream (sourced by one of subscriber devices 16) or
downstream (destined for one of subscriber devices 16)
direction, may be identified by the 5-tuple: <source net-
work address, destination network address, source port,
destination port, protocol>, for example. This 5-tuple gen-
erally identifies a packet flow to which a received packet
corresponds. An n-tuple refers to any n items drawn from
the 5-tuple. For example, a 2-tuple for a packet may refer
to the combination of <source network address, destina-
tion network address> or <source network address,
source port> for the packet. Moreover, a subscriber de-
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vice 16 may originate multiple packet flows upon authen-
tication to service provider network 2 and establish a
communication session for receiving data services.
[0021] As described herein, service provider network
2 includes a services complex 9 having a cluster of serv-
ice nodes 10A-10N (collectively "service nodes 10") that
provide an execution environment for the network serv-
ices. That is, each of service nodes 10 applies one or
more services. As examples, service nodes 10 may apply
firewall and security services, carrier grade network ad-
dress translation (CG-NAT), media optimization
(voice/video), IPSec/VPN services, deep packet inspec-
tion (DPI), HTTP filtering, counting, accounting, charg-
ing, and load balancing of packet flows or other types of
services applied to network traffic. In this way, each of
service nodes 10 represents a service instance.
[0022] Although illustrated as part of a services com-
plex 9, which may represent a data center, service nodes
10 may, for instance, be coupled by one or more switches
or virtual switches of core network 7. In one example,
each of service nodes 10 may run as virtual machines
(VMs) or other virtual entities in a virtual computing en-
vironment. Moreover, the computing environment may
comprise a scalable cluster of physical network devices,
such as processor-based servers. As another example,
service nodes 10 may comprise a combination of general
purpose computing devices and special purpose appli-
ances. Virtual service instances provided by service
nodes 10 can scale vertically, just as in a modern data
center, through the allocation of virtualized memory,
processor utilization, storage and network policies, as
well as horizontally by adding additional load-balanced
virtual machines.
[0023] As shown in FIG. 1, gateway 8 steers individual
subscriber packet flows 26 through defined sets of serv-
ices provided by service nodes 10. That is, each sub-
scriber packet flow may be forwarded through a particular
ordered combination of services provided by service
nodes 10, each ordered set being referred to herein as
a "service chain," and each service chain providing a
composite network service represented by the order and
combination of individual network services (virtualized
network functions) provided by the service nodes of the
service chain. In the example of FIG. 1, one or more
subscriber packet flows 26 are directed along a first serv-
ice chain 28A and, therefore, receive services applied by
service nodes 10A, 10B and 10N, in that order. Similarly,
one or more subscriber packet flows 26 are directed
along a second service chain 28B and, therefore, receive
services applied by service nodes 10C, 10B and 10N.
[0024] In this way, subscriber flows 26 may be proc-
essed by service nodes 10 as the packets flow between
access network 6 and public network 12 according to
service chains configured by the service provider. In the
illustrated example, service chain 28A identifies the or-
dered set of nodes 10A, 10B, and 10N according to the
listed ordering. Service chain 28B identifies the ordered
set of nodes 10C, 10B and 10N. Accordingly, packet

flows 26 processed according to service chain 28A follow
a service path that traverses nodes 10A, 10B, and finally
node 10N as the terminal node for the service chain 28A.
A particular service node may support multiple service
chains. In this example, service node 10B supports serv-
ice chains 28A, 28B. Once processed at a terminal node
of the service chain, i.e., the last node to apply services
to packets flowing along a particular service path, the
terminal node may direct the traffic back to gateway 8 for
further processing and/or forwarding to public network
12. For example, traffic engineered service paths may
start and terminate with gateway 8.
[0025] Whereas a "service chain" defines one or more
services to be applied in a particular order to provide a
composite service for application to packet flows bound
to the service chain, a "service tunnel" or "service path"
refers to a logical and/or physical path taken by packet
flows processed by a service chain along with the for-
warding state for forwarding packet flows according to
the service chain ordering. Each service chain may be
associated with a respective service tunnel, and packet
flows associated with each subscriber device 16 flow
along service tunnels in accordance with a service profile
associated with the respective subscriber. The arrows
denoted as service chains 28A, 28B illustrate respective
paths taken by packet flows mapped to the service chains
28A or 28B. For example, a given subscriber device 16
may be associated with a particular service profile, which
in turn is mapped to a service tunnel associated with serv-
ice chain 28A. Similarly, another subscriber device 16
may be associated with a different service profile, which
in turn is mapped to a service tunnel associated with serv-
ice chain 28B. Gateway 8, after authenticating and es-
tablishing access sessions for the subscribers, directs
packet flows for subscriber devices 16 along the appro-
priate service tunnels, thereby causing service complex
9 to apply the requisite ordered services for the given
subscriber device.
[0026] Service nodes 10 may implement service
chains 28A, 28B using internally configured forwarding
state that directs packets of the packet flow long the serv-
ice chains 28A, 28B for processing according to the iden-
tified set of service nodes 10. Such forwarding state may
specify tunnel interfaces for tunneling between service
nodes 10 using network tunnels such as Internet Protocol
(IP) or Generic Route Encapsulation (GRE) tunnels, or
by using Virtual Local Area Networks (VLANs), Multipro-
tocol Label Switching (MPLS) techniques, and so forth.
In some instances, real or virtual switches, routers or
other network elements that interconnect service nodes
10 may be configured to direct packet flows to service
nodes 10 according to service chains 28A, 28B.
[0027] In FIG. 1, software-defined networking (SDN)
controller 19 provides a high-level controller for config-
uring and managing routing and switching infrastructure
of service provider network 2 (e.g., gateway 8, core net-
work 7 and service nodes 10). In some instances, SDN
controller 19 manages deployment of virtual machines
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(VMs) or other virtual entities within the operating envi-
ronment of services complex 9. For example, SDN con-
troller 19 may establish one or more of service nodes 10
as a virtual service instance configured to apply a given
service to packets. In this example, service provider net-
work 2 may comprise a SDN/network functions virtuali-
zation (NFV) environment.
[0028] In addition, SDN controller 19 may interact with
gateway 8 to specify service chain 28A, 28B information.
For example, the service chain information provided by
SDN controller 19 may specify any combination and or-
dering of services provided by service nodes 10, traffic
engineering information (e.g., labels or next hops) for tun-
neling or otherwise transporting (e.g., MPLS or IP tun-
nels) packet flows along service paths, rate limits, Type
of Service (TOS) markings or packet classifiers that spec-
ify criteria for matching packet flows to a particular service
chain 28A, 28B. Further example details of an SDN con-
troller are described in PCT International Patent Appli-
cation PCT/US13/44378, filed June 5, 2013.
[0029] Based on the specification of the service chain
28A, 28B information, SDN controller 19 may also estab-
lish unique tunnels for transporting packets of packet
flows 26 between gateway 8 and service nodes 10, and
for transporting packet between service nodes 10 within
services complex 9. For example, SDN controller 19 may
perform path computation and issue path setup messag-
es and/or distribute labels or other header information to
be used at each hop along each service path. Example
details of an SDN controller capable of performing path
computation and distributing labels to network elements
are described in U.S. Patent Application 13/842,453, filed
March 15, 2013.
[0030] As discussed above, service nodes 10 may
comprise virtual service instances deployed as VMs or
other virtual entities hosted on one or more physical de-
vices, e.g., servers, to offer individual services or chains
of services. The use of virtual service instances enables
automatic scaling of the services on-demand. In one ex-
ample, SDN controller 19 may establish or instantiate
additional virtual service instances within services com-
plex 9 for a given service based on an increased needed
for the given service by packets of packet flows 26 re-
ceived by gateway 8. In another example, SDN controller
19 may remove or tear down virtual service instances
from services complex 9 for a given service based on a
decreased needed for the given service by packets of
packet flows 26 received by gateway 8.
[0031] To achieve service chaining with high scale and
throughput, gateway 8 may be used to anchor packets
of packet flows 26 to the services offered by service
nodes 10 in both a forward and a reverse direction. In
addition, gateway 8 may be used to perform load balanc-
ing of packet flows 26 to first or front-end services in the
service chains. In some scenarios, one virtual service
instance or VM per service may not be enough to support
the service needs of packet flows 26. In this case, com-
plete functionality for a given service may span across

multiple VMs hosted on one or more physical servers.
Hence, a need for load balancing across virtual service
instances may arise at gateway 8. For example, in situ-
ations where two or more of service nodes 10, e.g., serv-
ice nodes 10A and 10C, offer the same service, gateway
8 may include service nodes 10A, 10C in a load balancing
group and load balance packets assigned to that service
across tunnels to service nodes 10A, 10C.
[0032] Conventionally, a load balancing group for a giv-
en service is configured manually to include the service-
providing entities, e.g., real or virtual service instances
of services nodes 10, operating at a point in time. The
load balancing group may be manually updated period-
ically to reflect changes in the service-providing entities.
In the case of virtual service instances, however, manual
configuration of the load balancing group for the given
service may be unable to accurately track the on-demand
scaling (i.e., instantiating and/or tearing down) of the vir-
tual service instances for the given service. Since the
virtual service instances can be dynamically added, de-
leted, or migrated on physical network devices, and the
services can go down and come up due to scheduled
maintenance, it may be desirable for gateway 8 to be
able to automatically discover the virtual service instanc-
es established for a given service.
[0033] According to the techniques of this disclosure,
gateway 8 and SDN controller 19 are configured to en-
able automatic discovery of two or more virtual service
instances, e.g., two or more of service nodes 10, config-
ured to apply a given service to packets of packet flows
26. According to the techniques, SDN controller 19 and
gateway 8 establish a border gateway protocol (BGP)
peer session 18 on which SDN controller 19 advertises
BGP routes for the service. The advertised BGP routes
represent unique tunnels established by SDN controller
19 that each extends from gateway 8 to a respective one
of the virtual service instances of service nodes 10 for
the given service. Gateway 8 discovers the virtual service
endpoints of the advertised BGP routes as real services,
and automatically updates a load balancing group for the
given service to include the BGP routes. In this way, gate-
way 8 and SDN controller 19 support both auto-scaling
and auto-discovery of services in an SDN/NFV environ-
ment, and a load balancer on gateway 8 can adjust along
with the dynamic services in the SDN/NFV environment.
[0034] Upon receipt of packets of packet flows 26 as-
signed to the given service or a service chain with the
given service as the front-end service, a load balancer
of gateway 8 selects one of the BGP routes from the load
balancing group for the given service. Gateway 8 may
modify the packets of packet flows 26 as gateway 8 steers
the packets into the appropriate service or service chain.
For example, gateway 8 may prepend to each packet a
header and/or label (e.g., an additional IP header and/or
MPLS label) to form a "tunnel packet" in which the packet
is encapsulated as a payload. Gateway 8 may select the
particular header based on the particular subscriber and
the service chain to which the particular type of packet
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flow for the particular subscriber is assigned. In accord-
ance with the techniques of this disclosure, gateway 8
may further select the particular header and/or label
based on the one of the BGP routes selected from the
load balancing group for the front-end service of the serv-
ice chain. Gateway 8 then forwards the encapsulated
packets based on the header and/or label for the selected
BGP route to the virtual service endpoint for application
of the given service to the packets.
[0035] In some example implementations, the func-
tionality and operations described herein in reference to
SDN controller 19 may be implemented by a combination
of devices or components. For example, in one example
implementation, the functionality and operations de-
scribed herein in reference to SDN controller 19 may be
implemented by an orchestration engine operating in
concert with an SDN controller that manages underlying
network state for routing and switching components so
as to provide the requested network and network serv-
ices. As such, SDN controller 19 of FIG. 1 may represent
an orchestration engine that manages networking serv-
ices and an underlying SDN controller that implements
high-level requests from the orchestration engine by con-
figuring physical switches, e.g. TOR switches, chassis
switches, or switch fabric of the service provider core;
physical routers; physical service nodes such as firewalls
and load balancers and the like. Although not shown in
FIG. 1, any reference to the term SDN controller herein
is understood to encompass implementations in which
an orchestration engine is used as part of or in conjunc-
tion with the SDN controller. Further example details of
an orchestration engine are described in ETSI GS NFV-
MAN 001, Network Functions Virtualisation (NFV) Man-
agement and Orchestration, dated December 2014.
[0036] FIG. 2 is a block diagram illustrating a portion
of an example service provider network operating in ac-
cordance with techniques described herein. The service
provider network illustrated in FIG. 2 includes an SDN
controller 32, a router 34, a first physical server-1 40, and
a second physical server-2 42. The SDN controller 32
may operate substantially similar to SDN controller 19
from FIG. 1. Router 34 may operate substantially similar
to gateway network device 8 from FIG. 1. As described
in more detail below, server-1 40 hosts virtual machines
(VMs) 44, 45 and server-2 42 hosts VMs 46, 47 that are
each configured as virtual service instances. The VMs
hosted by server-1 40 and server-2 42 may operate sub-
stantially similar to service nodes 10 from FIG. 1.
[0037] SDN controller 32 operates as a network serv-
ice controller and establishes two or more virtual service
instances of a given service on at least one physical net-
work device, e.g., service-1 40 and/or server-2 42. The
service provider network illustrated in FIG. 2 offers a
"green" service and a "red" service. Each of the green
service and the red service may be any of a firewall and
security service, CG-NAT service, media optimization
service, IPSec/VPN service, DPI service, HTTP filtering
service, or other types of services applied to network traf-

fic.
[0038] In the illustrated example of FIG. 2, server-1 40
executes a virtual router (VR) 41 that hosts a first virtual
service instance VM-S11 44 and a second virtual service
instance VM-S12 45 for the green service. In this exam-
ple, VR 41 may be configured with a green service-spe-
cific route target (RT), e.g., 65412:1. In addition, server-
2 42 executes VR 43 that hosts a third virtual service
instance VM-S21 46 for the green service and a first vir-
tual service instance VM-22 47 for the red service. In this
example, VR 43 may be configured with the green serv-
ice-specific RT, e.g., 65412:1, and with a red service-
specific RT, e.g., 75412:1.
[0039] SDN controller 32 also establishes unique tun-
nels that each extends from router 34 to a respective one
of the virtual service instances configured to apply the
given service to packet flows. FIG. 2 illustrates a first
unique tunnel that extends from router 34 to first virtual
service instance VM-S11 44 of the green service being
identified by a tunnel address of GRE tunnel 50 with label
L101 assigned to VM-S11 44, and a second unique tun-
nel that extends from router 34 to second virtual service
instance VM-S12 45 of the green service being identified
by the tunnel address of GRE tunnel 50 with label L102
assigned to VM-S12 45. In one example, the tunnel ad-
dress of GRE tunnel 50 may be gr-1/0/0.32270. FIG. 2
illustrates a third unique tunnel that extends from router
34 to third virtual service instance VM-S21 46 of the green
service being identified by a tunnel address of GRE tun-
nel 52 with label L103 assigned to VM-S21 46. In one
example, the tunnel address of GRE tunnel 52 may be
gr-1/1/0.32271. In addition, FIG. 2 illustrates a fourth
unique tunnel that extends from router 34 to first virtual
service instance VM-S22 47 of the red service being iden-
tified by a tunnel address of GRE tunnel 53 with label
L104 assigned to VM-S22 47. In one example, the tunnel
address of GRE tunnel 53 may be gr-1/2/0.32272.
[0040] SDN controller 32 and router 34 establish a
BGP peer session 33 over which SDN controller 32 and
router 34 exchange BGP messages, such as routing in-
formation. SDN controller 32 calculates BGP routes that
represent the unique tunnels between router 34 and the
virtual service instances for the green service and the
red service. SDN controller 32 then advertises the BGP
routes for each of the green service and the red service
to router 34 via BGP peer session 33. For example, for
the green service, SDN controller 32 may calculate and
advertise an ECMP next hop route set for the green serv-
ice including a first member route to reach VM-S11 44,
a second member route to reach VM-S12 45, and a third
member route to reach VM-S21 46. As another example,
for the red service, SDN controller 32 may calculate and
advertise an ECMP next hop route set for the red service
including a first member route to reach VM-S22 47.
[0041] Within router 34, the BGP and routing-instances
related configurations are setup appropriately to listen to
BGP routes from SDN controller 32. For example, router
34 includes virtual routing and forwarding (VRF) route
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distinguisher (RD) attributes and VRF route target (RT)
attributes that may be configured to listen for ECMP next
hops advertised by SDN controller 32 via BGP peer ses-
sion 33. Whenever SDN controller 32 configures one or
more virtual service instances (e.g., VMs) on physical
network devices, SDN controller 32 communicates the
BGP routes to reach the virtual service instances to router
34 via BGP peer session 33. In this way, SDN controller
32 may set up an ECMP next hop route set for each
service in router 34 with each member route of the ECMP
next hop route set representing one of the unique tunnels
that extends to one of the virtual service instances of the
service.
[0042] A load balancer of router 34 considers each of
the virtual service endpoints of the unique tunnels rep-
resented by the BGP routes to be real services for the
purpose of load balancing. According to the disclosed
techniques, router 34 maintains a load balancing group
for each of the green service and the red service that
includes the BGP routes for the given service as load
balancing entities. In the illustrated example of FIG. 2,
router 34 includes a VRF-Green table 36 for the green
service, and a VRF-Green routing instance 37 that in-
cludes the green service-specific RT. Similarly, router 34
includes a VRF-Red table 38 for the red service, and a
VRF-Red routing instance 39 that includes the red serv-
ice-specific RT. In the example of FIG. 2, router 34 main-
tains the load balancing group for the green service in
VRF-Green table 36, and maintains the load balancing
group for the red service in VRF-Red table 38.
[0043] For each of the BGP routes included in the load
balancing group for the given service, the VRF table for
the service includes a tunnel identifier for the unique tun-
nel that extends to the virtual service instance represent-
ed by the respective one of the BGP routes. For example,
VRF-green table 36 may include a first tunnel identifier
for the first unique tunnel that extends to first virtual serv-
ice instance VM-S11 44 comprising a tunnel address of
GRE tunnel 50 with label L101 assigned to VM-S11 44.
VRF-green 36 may also include a second tunnel identifier
for the second unique tunnel that extends to second vir-
tual service instanceVM-S12 45 comprising a tunnel ad-
dress of GRE tunnel 50 with label L102 assigned to VM-
S12 45. VRF-green 36 may further include a third tunnel
identifier for the third unique tunnel that extends to third
virtual service instance VM-S21 46 comprising a tunnel
address of GRE tunnel 52 with label L103 assigned to
VM-S21 46. As another example, VRF-red table 38 may
include a first tunnel identifier for the first unique tunnel
that extends to first virtual service instance VM-S22 47
comprising a tunnel address of GRE tunnel 53 with label
L104 assigned to VM-S22 47.
[0044] In one example, VRF-Green table 36 may in-
clude the following ECMP next hop route set for the green
service.
VRF-Green (route learnt via BGP) = 0.0.0.0/0 ECMP {

(gr-1/0/0.32270, L101),

(gr-1/0/0.32270, L102),
(gr-1/1/0.32271, L103) }

In addition, VRF-Green routing instance 37 may be con-
figured to import the green service-specific RT of VR 41
and VR 43: Import RT = 65412:1.
[0045] In another example, VRF-Red table 38 may in-
clude the following ECMP next hop route set for the red
service. VRF-Red (route learnt via BGP) = 0.0.0.0/0 EC-
MP {
(gr-1/2/0.32272, L104) } In addition, VRF-Red routing in-
stance 39 may be configured to import the red service-
specific RT of VR 43: Import RT = 75412:1.
[0046] Once the VRF tables and load balancing groups
are configured in router 34, router 34 may perform load
balancing across the unique tunnels that extend to virtual
service endpoints for a given service. For example, in
response to receiving a packet having a source IP ad-
dress of 41.1.1.1 and a destination IP address of
100.1.1.1, router 34 may first determine which service or
service chain is assigned to the packet. In the case where
the assigned service, or the front-end service of the as-
signed service chain, is the green service, router 34 ac-
cesses the load balancing group in VRF-Green 36. The
load balancer of router 34 performs load balancing based
on a load balancing algorithm to select one of the BGP
routes from the load balancing group on which to forward
the packet to reach one of the virtual service instances
VM-S11 44, VM-S12 45, or VM-S21 46 of the green serv-
ice.
[0047] Router 34 may then encapsulate the received
packet with the tunnel identifier for the unique tunnel that
extends to the virtual service instance represented by
the selected one of the BGP routes. For example, in the
case where the load balancer of router 34 selects the
BGP route that represents the second unique tunnel that
extends to the second virtual service instance VM-S12
45, router 34 may encapsulate the received packet with
the second tunnel identifier in VRF-Green 36, which in-
cludes a tunnel address of GRE tunnel 50 with label L102
assigned to VM-S12 45, e.g., gr-1/0/0.32270, L102.
Router 34 then forwards the encapsulated packet ac-
cording to the tunnel identifier for the selected BGP route
to the virtual service instance for application of the green
service to the packet.
[0048] In response to receiving the encapsulated pack-
et via GRE tunnel 50, VR 41 processes and removes the
GRE tunnel address, e.g., gr-1/0/0.32270, of the tunnel
identifier used to reach server-1 40 from the encapsulat-
ed packet. VR 41 then reads and removes the label, e.g.,
L102, assigned to the second virtual service instance
VM-S12 45. Based on the label, VR 41 forwards the de-
capsulated, original packet, e.g., having the source IP
address of 41.1.1.1 and the destination IP address of
100.1.1.1, onto an appropriate tap interface of VM-S12
45. VM-S12 45 then applies the required service on the
original packet.
[0049] One or more advantages of the disclosed tech-
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niques are described below. The techniques do not re-
quire any manual configuration as SDN controller 32 and
router 34 automatically discover the real services dynam-
ically and support auto scaling. The techniques use BGP
to learn the real services from SDN controller 32. The
techniques enable the load balancer of router 34 to grace-
fully handle the automatic scaling events of the real serv-
ices scaling up and down, and scaling in and out. The
techniques require no explicit health monitoring to the
backend real services. Instead, BGP ECMP next hop up-
dates may indicate which real services are down or de-
leted. The techniques solve the use case of load balanc-
ing in a SDN/NFV environment. The techniques enable
more capacity to be dynamically added in SDN/NFV en-
vironment whether or not the virtual service instances
are hosted on the same physical server or different serv-
ers. The techniques do not use domain name system
(DNS) and, thus, do not require any DNS setup, DNS
servers, and DNS configuration. Instead, according to
the techniques of this disclosure, auto-scaling and auto-
discovery of services is fully automatic via BGP.
[0050] FIG. 3 is a block diagram illustrating an example
SDN controller 60 configured to implement the tech-
niques described herein. SDN controller 60 may operate
as a network services controller for a service provider
network. In some examples, SDN controller 60 may op-
erate substantially similar to SDN controller 19 from FIG.
1 and/or SDN controller 32 from FIG. 2.
[0051] In the illustrated example of FIG. 3, SDN con-
troller 60 includes an analytics unit 61, a configuration
unit 62, and a control unit 64 coupled to a network inter-
face 66 to exchange packets with network devices by
inbound link 67 and outbound link 68. In some examples,
analytics unit 61, configuration unit 62, and/or control unit
64 may be implemented as one or more processes ex-
ecuting on one or more virtual machines of one or more
physical computing devices. That is, while generally il-
lustrated and described as executing on a single SDN
controller 60, aspects of these units may be delegated
to other computing devices.
[0052] Each of analytics unit 61, configuration unit 62,
and control unit 64 may include one or more processors
(not shown) that execute software instructions, such as
those used to define a software or computer program,
stored to a computer-readable storage medium (not
shown), such as non-transitory computer-readable me-
diums including a storage device (e.g., a disk drive, or
an optical drive) or a memory (such as Flash memory or
RAM) or any other type of volatile or non-volatile memory,
that stores instructions to cause the one or more proc-
essors to perform the techniques described herein. Al-
ternatively, or additionally, each of analytics unit 61, con-
figuration unit 62, and control unit 64 may comprise ded-
icated hardware, such as one or more integrated circuits,
one or more application-specific integrated circuits
(ASICs), one or more Application Specific Special Proc-
essors (ASSPs), one or more FPGAs, or any combination
of one or more of the foregoing examples of dedicated

hardware, for performing the techniques described here-
in. The architecture of SDN controller 60 illustrated in
FIG. 3 is shown for example purposes only and should
not be limited to this architecture. In other examples, SDN
controller 60 may be configured in a variety of ways.
[0053] Analytics unit 61 and configuration unit 62 may
comprise a management layer of SDN controller 60,
whereas control unit 64 may comprise a control layer of
SDN controller 60. Analytics unit 61 may capture infor-
mation from physical and/or virtual network elements
within the service provider network, e.g., gateway 8 and
service nodes 10 within service provider network 2 from
FIG. 1, and analyze the information for use in managing
the network services offered by the service provider. The
information may include statistics, logs, events, and er-
rors.
[0054] Configuration unit 62 stores configuration infor-
mation for the network elements within the service pro-
vider network. In some examples, the configuration in-
formation comprises a virtual network configuration.
Configuration unit 62 may translate a high-level data
model of the intended virtual network configuration to a
lower-level data model for use in interacting with the net-
work elements.
[0055] Control unit 64 of SDN controller 60 implements
a centralized control plane for the service provider net-
work that is responsible for maintaining a constantly
changing network state. Control unit 64 interacts with the
network elements within the service provider network to
maintain a consistent network state across all of the net-
work elements. Control unit 64 provides an operating en-
vironment for a command line interface daemon 75 ("CLI
75") that provides an interface by which an administrator
or other management entity may modify the configuration
of SDN controller 60 using text-based commands. Con-
trol unit 64 also provides an operating environment for
several protocols 70, including Border Gateway Protocol
(BGP) 72 and Extensible Messaging and Presence Pro-
tocol (XMPP) 74 illustrated in FIG. 3.
[0056] In some examples, control unit 64 uses XMPP
74 to communicate with network elements within the
service provider network, such as gateway 8 or service
nodes 10 within service provider network 2 from FIG. 1,
by an XMPP interface (not shown). Virtual network route
data, statistics collection, logs, and configuration infor-
mation may be sent as extensible markup language
(XML) documents in accordance with XMPP 74 for com-
munication between SDN controller 60 and the network
elements. Control unit 64 may also use XMPP 74 to com-
municate with one or both of analytics unit 61 and con-
figuration unit 62 of SDN controller 60. Control unit 64
executes BGP 72 to establish BGP peer sessions with
BGP speakers and BGP listeners within the service pro-
vider network to exchange routing information. For ex-
ample, control unit 64 may use BGP 72 to establish a
BGP peer session with a gateway network device, e.g.,
BGP peer session 18 with gateway 8 from FIG. 1 or BGP
peer session 33 with router 34 from FIG. 2.
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[0057] Control unit 64 includes an auto-scaling unit 76
configured to communicate with physical network devic-
es, e.g., servers, using XMPP 74 to establish or remove
virtual network service instances in response to fluctuat-
ing demands for different services for packet flows in the
service provider network. For example, auto-scaling unit
74 may establish a set of two or more virtual service in-
stances of a given service as two or more virtual ma-
chines (VMs) or other virtual entities running on at least
one physical network device, such as a server. Auto-
scaling unit 76 may also be configured to use BGP 72 to
establish unique tunnels that each extends from a gate-
way network device in the service provider network to a
respective one of the set of instantiated virtual service
instances of the given service. As discussed above with
respect to FIG. 2, each of the unique tunnels may have
a tunnel identifier that includes a tunnel address of a GRE
tunnel that extends from the gateway network device to
the physical network device, and a label assigned to one
of the virtual service instances of the given service run-
ning on the physical network device.
[0058] In accordance with the disclosed techniques,
control unit 64 also includes an auto-discovery unit 76
configured to calculate BGP routes that represent the
unique tunnels between the gateway network device and
the virtual service instances of the given service. Auto-
discovery unit 76 is further configured to advertise the
BGP routes for the given service to the gateway network
device via a BGP peer session with the gateway network
device as load balancing entities. For example, auto-dis-
covery unit 76 may advertise an ECMP next hop route
set for the given service that includes two or more mem-
ber routes to reach the two or more virtual service in-
stances of the given service. Advertising the BGP routes
with virtual service endpoints as load balancing entities,
as described herein, enables the gateway network device
to automatically discover the virtual service endpoints
and perform load balancing on the BGP routes to forward
packet flows to the given service.
[0059] FIG. 4 is a block diagram illustrating an example
router 80 configured to implement the techniques de-
scribed herein. Router 80 may comprise any router in a
network having a SDN/NFV architecture, such as service
provider network 2 from FIG. 1. For example, router 80
may comprise a gateway, an edge router, a core router
or other device illustrated in FIG. 1 that directs packet
flows to a service complex for application of network serv-
ices.
[0060] In the example of FIG. 4, router 80 includes con-
trol unit 82 in which routing engine 86 provides control
plane functionality for router 80. Router 80 also includes
a plurality of packet-forwarding engines 114A-114N
("PFEs 114") and a switch fabric 118 that collectively pro-
vide a data plane for forwarding network traffic. PFEs
114 receive and send data packets via interface cards
112 ("IFCs 112"). In other embodiments, each of PFEs
114 may comprise more or fewer IFCs. Although not
shown, PFEs 114 may each comprise a central process-

ing unit (CPU) and a memory. In the illustrated example,
routing engine 86 is connected to each of PFEs 114 by
a dedicated internal communication link 120. For exam-
ple, dedicated link 120 may comprise a Gigabit Ethernet
connection. Switch fabric 118 provides a high-speed in-
terconnect for forwarding incoming data packets be-
tween PFEs 114 for transmission over a network.
[0061] Control unit 82 provides an operating environ-
ment for routing engine 86 and may be implemented sole-
ly in software, or hardware, or may be implemented as
a combination of software, hardware or firmware. For ex-
ample, control unit 82 may include one or more proces-
sors that execute software instructions. In that case, rout-
ing engine 86 may include various software modules or
daemons (e.g., one or more routing protocol processes,
user interfaces, and the like), and control unit 82 may
include a computer-readable storage medium, such as
computer memory or hard disk, for storing executable
instructions.
[0062] Routing engine 86 provides an operating envi-
ronment for a command line interface daemon 90 ("CLI
90") that provides an interface by which an administrator
or other management entity may modify the configuration
of router 80 using text-based commands. Simple Net-
work Management Protocol daemon 91 ("SNMP 91")
comprises an SNMP agent that receives SNMP com-
mands from a management entity to set and retrieve con-
figuration and management information for router 80. Us-
ing CLI 90 and SNMP 91, management entities may en-
able/disable and configure services, install routes, ena-
ble/disable and configure rate limiters, and configure in-
terfaces, for example.
[0063] Routing engine 86 also provides an operating
environment for execution of various protocols 88 that
may comprise software processes having instructions
executed by a computing environment. Routing engine
86 executes a routing protocol daemon (RPD) 92 that
uses one or more routing protocols, such as BGP 96 and
internal gateway protocol (IGP) 98, to maintain routing
information in the form of routing information base (RIB)
104 that describes a topology of a network, and derives
a forwarding information base (FIB) 106 in accordance
with the routing information. In general, the routing infor-
mation represents the overall topology of the service pro-
vider network. RPD 92 interacts with kernel 100 (e.g., by
way of application programming interface (API) calls) to
update RIB 104 based on routing protocol messages re-
ceived by router 80. RIB 104 may include information
defining a topology of the network, including one or more
routing tables and/or link-state databases. Typically, the
routing information defines routes (i.e., series of next
hops) through a network to destinations / prefixes within
the network learned via a distance-vector routing protocol
(e.g., BGP 96) or defines the network topology with in-
terconnected links learned using a link state routing pro-
tocol (e.g., intermediate-system to intermediate-system
(IS-IS) or open shortest path first (OSPF)) of IGP 98.
[0064] Routing engine 86 also executes one or more
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traffic engineering protocols to establish tunnels for for-
warding subscriber packets through the ordered set of
service nodes associated with different service chains.
For example, RSVP-TE 99 may execute the Resource
Reservation Protocol with Traffic Engineering extensions
to exchange traffic engineering (TE) information, such
as MPLS labels for enabling label-based packet forward-
ing. As another example, routing engine 86 may use GRE
or IP-based tunneling protocols to established traffic en-
gineered tunnels.
[0065] As described with respect to the techniques of
this disclosure, routing engine 86 executes BGP 96 to
establish BGP peer sessions with BGP speakers and
BGP listeners within the service provider network to ex-
change routing information. For example, routing engine
86 may use BGP 96 to establish BGP peer sessions with
other routers in the service provider network and with a
SDN controller of the service provider network, e.g., BGP
peer session 18 with SDN controller 19 from FIG. 1 or
BGP peer session 33 with SDN controller 32 from FIG.
2. Routing engine 86 may then receive BGP route ad-
vertisements for a given service from the SDN controller
via the BGP peer session. The advertised BGP routes
represent unique tunnels established by the SDN con-
troller that each extends from router 80 to a respective
one of a set of two or more virtual service instances of
the given service. In this way, router 80 is able to auto-
matically discover the virtual service instances config-
ured to apply a given service to packets.
[0066] In accordance with the techniques described in
this disclosure, routing engine 86 executes a traffic load
balancer (TLB) daemon 94 that maintains a load balanc-
ing group for the given service that includes each of the
BGP routes for the given service. In this way, each of the
virtual service endpoints of the BGP routes will be viewed
as real services and used as load balancing entities. The
load balancing group for the given service may be main-
tained in a virtual routing and forwarding (VRF) table (not
shown) for the given service within FIB 106. For example,
TLB daemon 94 interacts with kernel 100 (e.g., by way
of API calls) to install the BGP routes in the VRF table
for the given service in FIB 106. In some cases, the BGP
routes stored in the VRF table comprise an ECMP next
hop route set that includes two or more member routes
to reach the two or more virtual service instances of the
given service. TLB daemon 94 stores each of the BGP
routes in the VRF table with a tunnel identifier for the
unique tunnel represented by the respective one of the
BGP routes. The tunnel identifier for a particular unique
tunnel includes a tunnel address of a GRE tunnel that
extends from router 80 to a physical network device, and
a label assigned to one of the virtual service instances
of the given service running on the physical network de-
vice.
[0067] Routing engine 86 communicates data repre-
sentative of a software copy of the FIB 106 into each of
PFEs 114 to control forwarding of traffic within the data
plane. This allows the software FIB stored in memory

(e.g., RAM) in each of PFEs 114 to be updated without
degrading packet-forwarding performance of router 80.
In some instances, routing engine 86 may derive sepa-
rate and different software FIBs for each respective PFEs
114. In addition, one or more of PFEs 114 include ASICs
116 that PFEs 114 program with a hardware-copy of the
FIB based on the software FIBs (i.e., hardware versions
of the software FIBs) copied to each respective PFE 114.
[0068] For example, kernel 100 executes on master
microprocessor 102 and may comprise, for example, a
UNIX operating system derivative such as Linux or Ber-
keley Software Distribution (BSD). Kernel 100 processes
kernel calls from BGP 96, IGP 98, and RSVP-TE 99 to
generate forwarding information in the form of FIB 106
based on the network topology represented in RIB 104,
i.e., performs route resolution and path selection. Typi-
cally, kernel 100 generates FIB 106 in the form of radix
or other lookup tree to map packet information (e.g.,
header information having destination information and/or
a label stack) to next hops and ultimately to interface
ports of interface cards associated with respective PFEs
114. FIB 106 may associate, for example, network des-
tinations with specific next hops and corresponding IFCs
112. As described above, FIB 106 may also include one
or VRF tables (not shown) that each store BGP routes
to virtual service instances of a given service.
[0069] Master microprocessor 102 executing on kernel
100 programs PFEs 114 to install copies of the FIB 106
including the VRF tables. Microprocessor 102 may com-
prise one or more general- or special-purpose proces-
sors such as a digital signal processor (DSP), an appli-
cation specific integrated circuit (ASIC), a field program-
mable gate array (FPGA), or any other equivalent logic
device. Accordingly, the terms "processor" or "controller,"
as used herein, may refer to any one or more of the fore-
going structures or any other structure operable to per-
form techniques described herein.
[0070] In the example illustrated in FIG. 4, ASICs 116
are microcode-controlled chipsets (i.e., forwarding cir-
cuits) programmably configured by a slave microproces-
sor executing on each of PFEs 114. When forwarding
packets, control logic with each of ASICs 116 traverses
the forwarding information (i.e., FIB 106) received from
routing engine 86 and, upon reaching a FIB entry for the
packet (e.g., a leaf node), microcode-implemented con-
trol logic automatically selects a forwarding next hop and
processes the packets in accordance with the operations
defined within the next hop. In this way, ASICs 116 of
PFEs 114 process packets by performing a series of op-
erations on each packet over respective internal packet
forwarding paths as the packets traverse the internal ar-
chitecture of router 80. Operations may be performed,
for example, on each packet based on any of a corre-
sponding ingress interface, an ingress PFE 114, an
egress PFE 114, an egress interface or other compo-
nents of router 80 to which the packet is directed prior to
egress, such as one or more service physical interface
cards (PICs) 124A-124N (collectively, "service PICs
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124") of PFEs 114. PFEs 114 each include forwarding
structures that, when executed, examine the contents of
each packet (or another packet property, e.g., incoming
interface) and on that basis make forwarding decisions,
apply filters, and/or perform accounting, management,
traffic analysis, and load balancing, for example. In ac-
cordance with the techniques of this disclosure, router
80 includes traffic load balancers (TLBs) 126A-126N
("TLBs 126") running on service PICs 124 of PFEs 114.
TLBs 126 may comprise stateful or stateless traffic load
balancers.
[0071] In general, kernel 100 may generate FIB 106
and thereby program ASICs 116 to store forwarding
structures associated with each service chain. For ex-
ample, ASICs 116 may be configured with forwarding
information that specifies traffic engineering information,
such as IP header information or MPLS labels, as well
as operations for causing programmable ASICs 116 to
encapsulate subscriber packets in accordance with the
forwarding information. Service PICs 124 of PFEs 114
may be similarly programed to store forwarding struc-
tures of the VRF tables within FIB 106 associated with a
given service. For example, one or more of service PICs
124 may be configured with a load balancing group for
a given service that includes BGP routes representing
unique tunnels to virtual service instances of the given
service.
[0072] The techniques of this disclosure enable TLBs
126 within service PICs 124 to apply a load balancing
algorithm in order to select one of the BGP routes from
the load balancing group for the given service on which
to forward subscriber packets assigned to the given serv-
ice. Upon selecting one of the BGP routes from the load
balancing group, ASICs 116 may encapsulate the re-
ceived packet with the tunnel identifier for the unique tun-
nel that extends to the virtual service instance represent-
ed by the selected one of the BGP routes. In this way,
ASICs 116 may process subscriber packets to select par-
ticular service paths for each packet and encapsulate the
subscriber packets in accordance with the selected serv-
ice or service chain.
[0073] As a specific example of the disclosed tech-
niques, TLB daemon 94 executing in routing engine 86
of router 34 may create real services for each of the virtual
service endpoints of the BGP routes. TLB daemon 94
may create the real services with tunnel identifiers point-
ing to the unique tunnels represented by the BGP ECMP
next hop route sets, and associate the tunnel identifiers
with a wildcard virtual server. The wildcard virtual server
may be listening for traffic on one of service PICs 124,
e.g., service PIC 124A. In this case, PFEs 114 may send
traffic to the service PIC 124A based on configured filters.
The service PIC 124A identifies the traffic arriving on this
wildcard virtual server, and TLB 126A on service PIC
124A does load balancing based on configured load bal-
ancing algorithms. The service PIC 124A may then setup
sessions to link the forward and reverse flow for subse-
quent packets.

[0074] When the next update on this ECMP next hop
route set arrives at routing engine 86 from the SDN con-
troller via BGP 96, TLB daemon 94 may check for any
changes in the members of the next hops in the VRF. If
there is any addition of real services, TLB daemon 94
adds the real services to the load balancing group in the
VRF. If an ECMP next hop route set member is missing,
TLB daemon 94 deletes the entry from the load balancing
group in the VRF. For the real services that are deleted
from the ECMP next hop route set, TLB 126A treats it as
a deletion or down event on that real service (i.e., the VM
or virtual entity hosting the virtual service instance). For
transmission control protocol (TCP) clients, TCP Reset
may be sent on the unique tunnels established to the real
services. For user datagram protocol (UDP) clients, the
session may be closed with a predefined timeout.
[0075] To support load balancing in a SDN environ-
ment, TLBs 126 in service PICs 124 may require that
data packets be routed by a different address than the
destination address of the packet. In such cases, TLBs
126 in service PICs 124 may provide the real service
address (i.e., the tunnel identifier to route the packet to
the given real service instance) in the JavaScript File
Manager (JFM) Cookie along with the data packet. The
PFEs 114 may then route the packet based on the tunnel
identifier in the JFM Cookie instead of the destination IP
address. Further details of a gateway network device ca-
pable of routing packets of packet flows based on cookies
are described in U.S. Patent Application No. 14/042,685,
filed September 30, 2013, and U.S. Patent Application
No. 14/228,706, filed March 28, 2014.
[0076] The architecture of router 80 illustrated in FIG.
5 is shown for example purposes only. This disclosure
is not limited to this architecture. In other examples, router
80 may be configured in a variety of ways. In one exam-
ple, some of the functionally of control unit 82 may be
distributed within IFCs 112. Control unit 82 may be im-
plemented solely in software, or hardware, or may be
implemented as a combination of software, hardware, or
firmware. For example, control unit 82 may comprise one
or more of a processor, a programmable processor, a
general purpose processor, an integrated circuit, an Ap-
plication Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC), a Field Pro-
grammable Gate Array (FPGA), or any type of hardware
unit capable of implementing the techniques described
herein. Control unit 82 may further include one or more
processors that execute software instructions stored on
a computer readable storage medium, such as random
access memory (RAM), read only memory (ROM), pro-
grammable read only memory (PROM), erasable pro-
grammable read only memory (EPROM), electronically
erasable programmable read only memory (EEPROM),
non-volatile random access memory (NVRAM), flash
memory, a hard disk, a CD-ROM, a floppy disk, a cas-
sette, magnetic media, optical media, or other computer-
readable storage media. In some instances, the compu-
ter-readable storage medium may include instructions
that cause a programmable processor to perform the
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techniques described herein.
[0077] FIG. 5 is a block diagram illustrating an example
server 130 that provides an operating environment for
one or more service nodes 144A-144M (collectively
"service nodes 144"). In some examples, server 130 may
comprise a server within a data center, such as services
complex 9 from FIG. 1.
[0078] In this example, server 130 includes a network
interface 136 to receive tunnel packets 132 over a plu-
rality of unique tunnels 134A-134N (collectively "tunnels
134"). Each of the unique tunnels 134 corresponds to a
different one of a plurality of services, which may be front-
end services in different service chains that comprise dif-
ferent ordered sets of one or more stateful network serv-
ices to be applied to packet flows. Each of the tunnel
packets 132 encapsulates a subscriber packet and in-
cludes a tunnel identifier for one of the unique tunnels
134 that extends to one of the virtual service instances,
e.g., service nodes 144A-144M (collectively "service
nodes 144"), configured on servicer 130 to apply a given
service to the tunnel packets 132. As described above,
the tunnel identifier for one of the unique tunnels 134,
e.g., unique tunnel 134A, that extends to one of the virtual
service instances, e.g., service node 144A, includes a
tunnel address of a GRE tunnel to reach server 130 with
a label assigned to service node 144A.
[0079] In the example of FIG. 5, server 130 includes a
microprocessor 138 executing hypervisor 140 to provide
an execution environment for a virtual router 142 and one
or more virtual machines 146A-146M (collectively "virtual
machines 146") within service nodes 144. Virtual ma-
chines 146 of service nodes 144 provide virtual service
endpoints for unique tunnels 134. Each of the virtual ma-
chines 146 executes network services software, such as
firewall instance 150 within service node 144A and HTTP
filter instance 152 within service node 144M, to apply one
or more of the network services to the packet flows.
[0080] Upon receipt of tunnel packets 132 via one of
unique tunnels 134, e.g., unique tunnel 134A, virtual rout-
er 142 processes and removes the tunnel identifiers of
each of the tunnel packets to determine which of service
nodes 144 to send the respective packet. For example,
for a specific tunnel packet, virtual router 142 first re-
moves the GRE tunnel address used to reach server 130
from the tunnel packet, and then reads and removes the
label assigned to the service instance endpoint of unique
tunnel 134A. Based on the label, virtual router 142 for-
wards the decapsulated packet onto the appropriate tap
interface of one of service nodes 144, e.g., service node
144A. In this example, virtual machine 146A of service
node 144A receives the decapsulated packet and applies
the service of firewall instance 150 to the decapsulated
packet.
[0081] FIG. 6 is a flowchart illustrating example oper-
ation of a network device, e.g., a router or gateway, and
a SDN controller, in accordance with the techniques de-
scribed herein. The operation illustrated in FIG. 6 is de-
scribed herein with respect to SDN controller 32 and rout-

er 34 from FIG. 2. In other examples, the operation illus-
trated in FIG. 6 may be performed by SDN controller 19
and gateway 8 from FIG. 1, or SDN controller 60 from
FIG. 3 and router 80 from FIG. 4.
[0082] Router 34 establishes BGP peer session 33
with SDN controller 32 (202), and SDN controller 62 also
establishes BGP peer session 33 with router 34 (204).
In some examples, SDN controller 32 may initiate the
BGP peering with router 34. In other examples, router 34
may initiate the BGP peering with SDN controller 32.
[0083] SDN controller 32 may also establish a set of
two or more virtual service instances configured to apply
a given service to a packet. In some cases, SDN control-
ler 32 may establish the virtual service instances as two
or more VMs running on a physical network device, such
as a server. For example, as illustrated in FIG. 2, SDN
controller 32 may establish the first virtual service in-
stance of VM-S11 44 and the second virtual service in-
stance of VM-S12 45 on server-1 40 for the green service.
In other cases, SDN controller 32 may establish the vir-
tual service instances as at least one VM running on a
first physical network device and at least one VM running
on a second physical network device. For example, as
illustrated in FIG. 2, SDN controller 32 may establish the
first and second virtual service instances as VM-S11 44
and VM-S12 45 on server-1 40, and establish the third
virtual service instance of VM-S21 46 on server-2 42 for
the green service.
[0084] SDN controller 32 establishes unique tunnels
that each extends from router 34 to a respective one of
the virtual service instances configured to apply the given
service to the packet (206). As illustrated in FIG. 2, for
the green service, SDN controller 32 establishes a first
unique tunnel that extends from router 34 to VM-S11 44
hosted on server-1 40, the first unique tunnel being iden-
tified by a tunnel address of GRE tunnel 50 with label
L101 assigned to the first virtual service instance of VM-
S11 44. SDN controller 32 establishes a second unique
tunnel that extends from router 34 to VM-S12 45 hosted
on server-1 40, the second unique tunnel being identified
by a tunnel address of GRE tunnel 50 with label L102
assigned to the second virtual service instance of VM-
S12 45. SDN controller 32 also establishes a third unique
tunnel that extends from router 34 to VM-S21 46 hosted
on server-2 42, the third unique tunnel being identified
by a tunnel address of GRE tunnel 52 with label L103
assigned to the third virtual service instance of VM-S21
46.
[0085] SDN controller 32 then calculates BGP routes
that represent the unique tunnels that each extends to
the respective one of the set of virtual service instances
for the given service (208). SDN controller 32 advertises
the BGP routes for the given service to router 34 via BGP
peer session 33 as load balancing entities (210). In some
cases, SDN controller 32 calculates and advertises an
ECMP next hop route set that includes two or more mem-
ber routes to reach the two or more virtual service in-
stances configured to apply the given service. For exam-
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ple, SDN controller 32 may calculate and advertise an
ECMP next hop route set for the green service including
a first member route to reach the first virtual service in-
stance of VM-S11 44 via the first unique tunnel, a second
member route to reach the second virtual service in-
stance of VM-S12 45, and a third member route to reach
the third virtual service instance of VM-S21 46.
[0086] Router 34 receives the BGP route advertise-
ments for the given service as load balancing entities
from SDN controller 32 on BGP peer session 33 (212).
Router 34 maintains a load balancing group for the given
service that includes each of the BGP routes for the given
service (214). In some cases, router 34 receives an EC-
MP next hop route set from SDN controller 32 that in-
cludes two or more member routes to reach the two or
more virtual service instances configured to apply the
given service. For example, router 34 may update the
load balancing group for the green service based on the
ECMP next hop route set to include a first member route
to reach the first virtual service instance of VM-S11 44
via the first unique tunnel, a second member route to
reach the second virtual service instance of VM-S12 45,
and a third member route to reach the third virtual service
instance of VM-S21 46.
[0087] In one example, router 34 maintains the load
balancing group in a VRF table for the given service. In
this example, for each of the BGP routes included in the
load balancing group, the VRF table includes a tunnel
identifier for the unique tunnel that extends to the virtual
service instance represented by the respective one of
the BGP routes. As illustrated in FIG. 2, router 34 may
maintain the load balancing group for the green service
in VRF-green 36. For example, VRF-green 36 may in-
clude a first tunnel identifier for the first unique tunnel that
extends to the first virtual service instance of VM-S11 44
comprising a tunnel address of GRE tunnel 50 with label
L101 assigned to VM-S11 44. VRF-green 36 may also
include a second tunnel identifier for the second unique
tunnel that extends to the second virtual service instance
of VM-S12 45 comprising a tunnel address of GRE tunnel
50 with label L102 assigned to VM-S12 45. VRF-green
36 may further include a third tunnel identifier for the third
unique tunnel that extends to the third virtual service in-
stance of VM-S21 46 comprising a tunnel address of GRE
tunnel 52 with label L103 assigned to VM-S21 46.
[0088] SDN controller 32 may continue to advertise
BGP route updates for the given service to router 34 via
BGP peer session 33 whenever changes to the BGP
routes occur. As one example, the BGP route updates
may include notifications of new virtual service instances
established on one of server-1 40, server-2 42, or another
server, for the given service. As another example, the
BGP route updates may include notifications of removed
virtual service instances from one of server-1 40, server-
2 42, or another server, for the given service.
[0089] Router 34 may receive the BGP route update
advertisements from SDN controller 32 on BGP peer ses-
sion 33. Based on the received BGP route updates, router

34 updates the load balancing group for the given service.
In one example, router 34 may add BGP routes to the
load balancing group for any new virtual service instance
notifications in the BGP route updates. In another exam-
ple, router 34 may delete BGP routes from the load bal-
ancing group for any removed virtual service instance
notifications in the BGP route updates.
[0090] Router 34 receives a packet sourced from a first
network device and destined for a second network device
(216). Upon receipt of the packet, router 34 determines
one or more, or a chain, of services to apply to the packet
prior to forwarding the packet toward its destination of
the second network device. In accordance with the tech-
niques of this disclosure, after determining to apply the
given service to the received packet, router 34 selects,
according to a load balancing algorithm, one of the BGP
routes from the load balancing group on which to forward
the packet to the one of the virtual service instances for
application of the given service (218). For example, in
the case where router 34 determines to apply the green
service to the received packet, router 34 selects one of
the BGP routes from the load balancing group included
in VRF-green 36 on which to forward the packet to one
of the virtual service instances of VM-S11 44, VM-S12
45, or VM-S21 46 configured to apply the green service
to the packet.
[0091] Upon selecting one of the BGP routes from the
load balancing group, router 34 may encapsulate the re-
ceived packet with the tunnel identifier for the unique tun-
nel that extends to the virtual service instance represent-
ed by the selected one of the BGP routes. For example,
in the case where router 34 selects the BGP route that
represents the second unique tunnel that extends to the
second virtual service instance of VM-S12 45, router 34
may encapsulate the received packet with the second
tunnel identifier that includes a tunnel address of GRE
tunnel 50 with label L102 assigned to VM-S12 45. Router
34 then forwards the encapsulated packet according to
the tunnel identifier for the selected BGP route to the
virtual service instance for application of the given service
to the packet (220).
[0092] The techniques described herein may be imple-
mented in hardware, software, firmware, or any combi-
nation thereof. Various features described as modules,
units or components may be implemented together in an
integrated logic device or separately as discrete but in-
teroperable logic devices or other hardware devices. In
some cases, various features of electronic circuitry may
be implemented as one or more integrated circuit devic-
es, such as an integrated circuit chip or chipset.
[0093] If implemented in hardware, this disclosure may
be directed to an apparatus such as a processor or an
integrated circuit device, such as an integrated circuit
chip or chipset. Alternatively, or additionally, if imple-
mented in software or firmware, the techniques may be
realized at least in part by a computer-readable data stor-
age medium comprising instructions that, when execut-
ed, cause a processor to perform one or more of the
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methods described above. For example, the computer-
readable data storage medium may store such instruc-
tions for execution by a processor.
[0094] A computer-readable medium may form part of
a computer program product, which may include pack-
aging materials. A computer-readable medium may com-
prise a computer data storage medium such as random
access memory (RAM), read-only memory (ROM), non-
volatile random access memory (NVRAM), electrically
erasable programmable read-only memory (EEPROM),
Flash memory, magnetic or optical data storage media,
and the like. In some examples, an article of manufacture
may comprise one or more computer-readable storage
media.
[0095] In some examples, the computer-readable stor-
age media may comprise non-transitory media. The term
"non-transitory" may indicate that the storage medium is
not embodied in a carrier wave or a propagated signal.
In certain examples, a non-transitory storage medium
may store data that can, over time, change (e.g., in RAM
or cache).
[0096] The code or instructions may be software and/or
firmware executed by processing circuitry including one
or more processors, such as one or more digital signal
processors (DSPs), general purpose microprocessors,
application-specific integrated circuits (ASICs), field-pro-
grammable gate arrays (FPGAs), or other equivalent in-
tegrated or discrete logic circuitry. Accordingly, the term
"processor," as used herein may refer to any of the fore-
going structure or any other structure suitable for imple-
mentation of the techniques described herein. In addition,
in some aspects, functionality described in this disclosure
may be provided within software modules or hardware
modules.
[0097] Thus from one perspective, techniques have
now been described for automatic discovery of two or
more virtual service instances configured to apply a given
service to a packet in a software-defined networking
(SDN) /network functions virtualization (NFV) environ-
ment. Virtual service instances may be deployed as vir-
tual entities hosted on one or more physical devices to
offer individual services or chains of services from a serv-
ice provider. The use of virtual service instances enables
automatic scaling of the services on-demand. The tech-
niques of this disclosure enable automatic discovery by
a gateway network device of virtual service instances for
a given service as load balancing entities. According to
the techniques, the gateway network device automati-
cally updates a load balancing group for the given service
to include the discovered virtual service instances on
which to load balance traffic for the service. In this way,
the disclosed techniques provide auto-scaling and auto-
discovery of services in an SDN/NFV environment.
[0098] In addition to or as an alternative to the above,
the following examples are described. The features de-
scribed in any of the following examples maybe utilized
with any of the other examples described herein.
[0099] Example 1. A method comprising: establishing,

by a software-defined networking (SDN) controller, a bor-
der gateway protocol (BGP) peer session with a gateway
network device; establishing, by the SDN controller, two
or more unique tunnels that each extends from the gate-
way network device to a respective one of a set of two
or more virtual service instances configured to apply a
given service to a packet; calculating, by the SDN con-
troller, BGP routes for the given service, wherein each
of the BGP routes represents one of the unique tunnels
that extends from the gateway network device to the re-
spective one of the virtual service instances; and adver-
tising, by the SDN controller and to the gateway network
device via the BGP peer session, the BGP routes for the
given service as load balancing entities.
[0100] Example 2. The method of example 1, wherein
calculating the BGP routes for the given service compris-
es calculating an equal cost multipath (ECMP) next hop
route set having two or more member routes to reach the
two or more virtual service instances configured to apply
the given service.
[0101] Example 3. The method of example 1, wherein
the one of the unique tunnels that extends from the gate-
way network device to the respective one of the virtual
service instances is identified by a tunnel address of a
generic routing encapsulation (GRE) tunnel with a label
assigned to the respective one of the virtual service in-
stances.
[0102] Example 4. The method of example 1, further
comprising advertising, by the SDN controller and to the
gateway network device via the BGP peer session, BGP
route updates for the given service, wherein the BGP
route updates include notifications of new virtual service
instances for the given service or notifications of removed
virtual service instances for the given service.
[0103] Example 5. The method of example 1, further
comprising establishing, by the SDN controller, the two
or more virtual service instances as two or more virtual
machines running on a physical network device.
[0104] Example 6. The method of example 1, further
comprising establishing, by the SDN controller, the two
or more virtual service instances as at least one first vir-
tual machine running on a first physical network device
and at least one second virtual machine running on a
second physical network device.
[0105] Example 7. A method comprising: establishing,
by a gateway network device, a border gateway protocol
(BGP) peer session with a software-defined networking
(SDN) controller; receiving, by the gateway network de-
vice and from the SDN controller via the BGP peer ses-
sion, advertisements of BGP routes for a given service
as load balancing entities, wherein each of the BGP
routes represents one of a set of two or more unique
tunnels that each extends from the gateway network de-
vice to a respective one of a set of two or more virtual
service instances configured to apply the given service
to a packet; maintaining, by the gateway network device,
a load balancing group for the given service that includes
each of the BGP routes for the given service; and select-
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ing, by the gateway network device and according to a
load balancing algorithm, one of the BGP routes from the
load balancing group on which to forward the packet to
the respective one of the virtual service instances for ap-
plication of the given service.
[0106] Example 8. The method of example 7, wherein
the BGP routes for the given service comprise an equal
cost multipath (ECMP) next hop route set having two or
more member routes to reach the two or more virtual
service instances configured to apply the given service.
[0107] Example 9. The method of example 7, wherein
maintaining the load balancing group for the given serv-
ice comprises maintaining the load balancing group in a
virtual routing and forwarding (VRF) table for the given
service, wherein, for each of the BGP routes, the VRF
table includes a tunnel identifier for the one of the unique
tunnels that extends to the respective one of the virtual
service instances represented by the respective one of
the BGP routes.
[0108] Example 10. The method of example 9, wherein
the tunnel identifier for the one of the unique tunnels that
extends to the respective one of the virtual service in-
stances comprises a tunnel address of a generic routing
encapsulation (GRE) tunnel with a label assigned to the
respective one of the virtual service instances.
[0109] Example 11. The method of example 9, further
comprising: receiving the packet sourced from a first net-
work device and destined for a second network device;
upon selecting the one of the BGP routes from the load
balancing group, encapsulating the packet with the tun-
nel identifier for the one of the unique tunnels that extends
to the respective one of the virtual service instances rep-
resented by the selected one of the BGP routes; and
forwarding the encapsulated packet based on the tunnel
identifier to the one of the virtual service instances for
application of the given service to the packet.
[0110] Example 12. The method of example 7, further
comprising receiving, by the gateway network device and
from the SDN controller via the BGP peer session, ad-
vertisements of BGP route updates including at least one
of notifications of new virtual service instances for the
given service or notifications of removed virtual service
instances for the given service.
[0111] Example 13. The method of example 12, further
comprising updating the load balancing group for the giv-
en service based on the BGP route updates, wherein
updating the load balancing group includes at least one
of adding BGP routes to the load balancing group for any
new virtual service instances or deleting BGP routes from
the load balancing group for any removed virtual service
instances.
[0112] Example 14. A software-defined networking
(SDN) controller comprising: a plurality of network inter-
faces; and a control unit comprising a processor execut-
ing a border gateway protocol (BGP) to establish a BGP
peer session on one of the network interfaces with a gate-
way network device, and establish two or more unique
tunnels that each extends from the gateway network de-

vice to a respective one of a set of two or more virtual
service instances configured to apply a given service to
a packet, the processor configured to calculate BGP
routes for the given service, wherein each of the BGP
routes represents one of the unique tunnels that extends
from the gateway network device to the respective one
of the virtual service instances, and output the BGP
routes for the given service to the one of the network
interfaces for advertising as load balancing entities to the
gateway network device via the BGP peer session.
[0113] Example 15. The SDN controller of example 14,
wherein, to calculate the BGP routes for the given serv-
ice, the processor is configured to calculate an equal cost
multipath (ECMP) next hop route set having two or more
member routes to reach the two or more virtual service
instances configured to apply the given service.
[0114] Example 16. The SDN controller of example 14,
wherein the one of the unique tunnels that extends from
the gateway network device to the respective one of the
virtual service instances is identified by a tunnel address
of a generic routing encapsulation (GRE) tunnel with a
label assigned to the respective one of the virtual service
instances.
[0115] Example 17. The SDN controller of example 14,
wherein the processor is configured to output BGP route
updates for the given service to the one of the network
interfaces for advertising to the gateway network device
via the BGP peer session, wherein the BGP route up-
dates include notifications of new virtual service instanc-
es for the given service or notifications of removed virtual
service instances for the given service.
[0116] Example 18. The SDN controller of example 14,
wherein the processor is configured to establish the two
or more virtual service instances as two or more virtual
machines running on a physical network device.
[0117] Example 19. The SDN controller of example 14,
wherein the processor is configured to establish the two
or more virtual service instances as at least one first vir-
tual machine running on a first physical network device
and at least one second virtual machine running on a
second physical network device.
[0118] Example 20. A gateway network device com-
prising: a plurality of network interfaces; a control unit
comprising a processor executing a boarder gateway
protocol (BGP) to establish a BGP peer session on one
of the network interfaces with a software-defined net-
working (SDN) controller, the processor configured to re-
ceive advertisements of BGP routes for a given service
as load balancing entities on the one of the network in-
terfaces via the BGP peer session with the SDN control-
ler, wherein each of the BGP routes represents one of a
set of two or more unique tunnels that each extends from
the gateway network device to a respective one of a set
of two or more virtual service instances configured to
apply the given service to a packet, and maintain a load
balancing group for the given service that includes each
of the BGP routes for the given service; and a forwarding
circuit programmed with forwarding information associ-
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ated with the BGP routes, the forwarding circuit config-
ured to select one of the BGP routes for the packet from
the load balancing group according to a load balancing
algorithm, wherein the forwarding circuit outputs the
packet to one of the network interfaces for forwarding to
the respective one of the virtual service instances for ap-
plication of the given service.
[0119] Example 21. The gateway network device of
example 20, wherein the BGP routes for the given service
comprise an equal cost multipath (ECMP) next hop route
set having two or more member routes to reach the two
or more virtual service instances configured to apply the
given service.
[0120] Example 22. The gateway network device of
example 20, wherein the processor is configured to main-
tain a virtual routing and forwarding (VRF) table for the
given service based on the BGP routes for the given serv-
ice, wherein, for each of the BGP routes, the VRF table
includes a tunnel identifier for the respective one of the
unique tunnels that extends to the respective one of the
virtual service instances represented by the respective
one of the BGP routes.
[0121] Example 23. The gateway network device of
example 22, wherein the tunnel identifier for the one of
the unique tunnels that extends to the respective one of
the virtual service instances is identified by a tunnel ad-
dress of a generic routing encapsulation (GRE) tunnel
with a label assigned to the respective one of the two or
more virtual service instances.
[0122] Example 24. The gateway network device of
example 22, wherein the forwarding circuit: receives the
packet sourced from a first network device and destined
for a second network device; upon selection of the one
of the BGP routes from the load balancing group, encap-
sulates the packet with the tunnel identifier for the one
of the unique tunnels that extends to the respective one
of the virtual service instances represented by the se-
lected one of the BGP routes; and outputs the encapsu-
lated packet to the one of the network interfaces for for-
warding to the respective one of the virtual service in-
stances based on the tunnel identifier for application of
the given service to the packet.
[0123] Example 25. The gateway network device of
example 20, wherein the processor is configured to re-
ceive advertisements of BGP route updates on the one
of the network interfaces via the BGP peer session with
the SDN controller, wherein the BGP route updates in-
clude at least one of notifications of new virtual service
instances for the given service or notifications of removed
virtual service instances for the given service.
[0124] Example 26. The gateway network device of
example 25, wherein the processor is configured to up-
date the load balancing group for the given service based
on the BGP route updates, the processor configured to
at least one of add BGP routes to the load balancing
group for any new virtual service instances or delete BGP
routes from the load balancing group for any removed
virtual service instances.

[0125] Moreover, any of the specific features set forth
in any of the examples described above may be com-
bined into beneficial examples of the described tech-
niques. That is, any of the specific features are generally
applicable to all examples described in this disclosure.
Various examples of the disclosed techniques have been
described. These and other examples are within the
scope of the following claims.

Claims

1. A method comprising:

establishing, by a software-defined networking
(SDN) controller (32), a border gateway protocol
(BGP) peer session (33) with a gateway network
device (34);
establishing, by the SDN controller, two or more
unique tunnels (50, 52, 53) that each extends
from the gateway network device to a respective
one of a set of two or more virtual service in-
stances (44, 45, 46, 47) configured to apply a
given service to a packet;
calculating, by the SDN controller, BGP routes
for the given service, wherein each of the BGP
routes represents one of the unique tunnels that
extends from the gateway network device to the
respective one of the virtual service instances;
and
advertising, by the SDN controller and to the
gateway network device via the BGP peer ses-
sion, the BGP routes for the given service as
load balancing entities.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein calculating the BGP
routes for the given service comprises calculating an
equal cost multipath (ECMP) next hop route set hav-
ing two or more member routes to reach the two or
more virtual service instances configured to apply
the given service.

3. The method of any of claims 1-2, wherein the one of
the unique tunnels that extends from the gateway
network device to the respective one of the virtual
service instances is identified by a tunnel address of
a generic routing encapsulation (GRE) tunnel with a
label assigned to the respective one of the virtual
service instances.

4. The method of any of claims 1-3, further comprising
advertising, by the SDN controller and to the gateway
network device via the BGP peer session, BGP route
updates for the given service, wherein the BGP route
updates include notifications of new virtual service
instances for the given service or notifications of re-
moved virtual service instances for the given service.
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5. The method of any of claims 1-4, further comprising
establishing, by the SDN controller, the two or more
virtual service instances as two or more virtual ma-
chines running on a physical network device.

6. The method of any of claims 1-4, further comprising
establishing, by the SDN controller, the two or more
virtual service instances as at least one first virtual
machine running on a first physical network device
and at least one second virtual machine running on
a second physical network device.

7. A method comprising:

establishing, by a gateway network device (34),
a border gateway protocol (BGP) peer session
(33) with a software-defined networking (SDN)
controller (32);
receiving, by the gateway network device and
from the SDN controller via the BGP peer ses-
sion, advertisements of BGP routes for a given
service as load balancing entities, wherein each
of the BGP routes represents one of a set of two
or more unique tunnels (50, 52, 53) that each
extends from the gateway network device to a
respective one of a set of two or more virtual
service instances (44, 45, 46, 47) configured to
apply the given service to a packet;
maintaining, by the gateway network device, a
load balancing group for the given service that
includes each of the BGP routes for the given
service; and
selecting, by the gateway network device and
according to a load balancing algorithm, one of
the BGP routes from the load balancing group
on which to forward the packet to the respective
one of the virtual service instances for applica-
tion of the given service.

8. The method of claim 7, wherein the BGP routes for
the given service comprise an equal cost multipath
(ECMP) next hop route set having two or more mem-
ber routes to reach the two or more virtual service
instances configured to apply the given service.

9. The method of any of claims 7-8, wherein maintain-
ing the load balancing group for the given service
comprises maintaining the load balancing group in
a virtual routing and forwarding (VRF) table for the
given service, wherein, for each of the BGP routes,
the VRF table includes a tunnel identifier for the one
of the unique tunnels that extends to the respective
one of the virtual service instances represented by
the respective one of the BGP routes.

10. The method of claim 9, wherein the tunnel identifier
for the one of the unique tunnels that extends to the
respective one of the virtual service instances com-

prises a tunnel address of a generic routing encap-
sulation (GRE) tunnel with a label assigned to the
respective one of the virtual service instances.

11. The method of any of claims 9-10, further compris-
ing:

receiving the packet sourced from a first network
device and destined for a second network de-
vice;
upon selecting the one of the BGP routes from
the load balancing group, encapsulating the
packet with the tunnel identifier for the one of
the unique tunnels that extends to the respective
one of the virtual service instances represented
by the selected one of the BGP routes; and
forwarding the encapsulated packet based on
the tunnel identifier to the one of the virtual serv-
ice instances for application of the given service
to the packet.

12. The method of any of claims 7-11, further comprising
receiving, by the gateway network device and from
the SDN controller via the BGP peer session, adver-
tisements of BGP route updates including at least
one of notifications of new virtual service instances
for the given service or notifications of removed vir-
tual service instances for the given service.

13. The method of claim 12, further comprising updating
the load balancing group for the given service based
on the BGP route updates, wherein updating the load
balancing group includes at least one of adding BGP
routes to the load balancing group for any new virtual
service instances or deleting BGP routes from the
load balancing group for any removed virtual service
instances.

14. A software-defined networking (SDN) controller
comprising means for performing the method of any
of claims 1-6.

15. A gateway network device comprising means for per-
forming the method of any of claims 7-13.
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